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PREFACE

This report concerns a study which is part of the SKI performance assessment project
SITE-94. SITE-94 is a performance assessment of a hypothetical repository at a real site.
The main objective of the project is to determine how site specific data should be
assimilated into the performance assessment process and to evaluate how uncertainties
inherent in site characterization will influence performance assessment results. Other
important elements of SITE-94 are the development of a practical and defensible
methodology for defining, constructing and analysing scenarios, the development of
approaches for treatment of uncertainties and evaluation of canister integrity. Further,
crucial components of an Quality Assurance program for Performance Assessments
were developed and applied, including a technique for clear documentation of the
Process System, the data and the models employed in the analyses, and of the flow of
information between different analyses and models.

Bjorn Dverstorp
Project Manager
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1 Introduction

The CRYSTAL User Guide describes how to install and run the code on a
computer with a UNIX operating system, preparation of data input files and
format of output results files. Example data input files and results are given for
a selection of the verification problems. For a description of the mathematical
model and algorithms used in the code, the reader is referred to the technical
report [1].

2 Installation

The code may be installed from a tape cartridge or 3.5 inch diskette. Once
either of these media have been loaded, the proceedure is as follows:

A From your home directory, load the software using the tar command:

tar xvf /dev/rxxx,

where rxxx is the device name, e.g. rfdO for a diskette or rstO for a tape.

The tar command will respond by listing the names of the files as it extracts
them. It will place the source code files in a subdirectory called crystal/fortran
and the input data files in a subdirectory called crystal/data.

2.1 Code Compilation

The code is compiled and linked using the Makefile located in the crystal/fortran
directory. Move into this directory and type the make command. It will
respond by echoing the fortran compiler commands as it executes them, to
produce an executable file called crystal. This is automatically placed in the
crystal/data directory.



2.2 Code Execution

To run the code, first move into the crystal/data directory. The code requires
an input data file, a general diagnostics output file (this also contains an echo of
the input data, which can be used to check for data errors) and a results file. If
a time series source term is used, then the filename containing the time series
data must also be supplied. For example, to run the code using the data set
contained in the file tac.dat which defines a standard band release source term,
type the following command:

crystal tac.dat tac.out tac.flx

The code prints a message to the screen each time the Laplace inversion al-
gorithm selects a new contour, so that progress on the calculation may be
monitored. To run an example using a time series source file such as tac.src
together with input data file taccon.dat, type the following command:

crystal taccon.dat taccon.out taccon.flx tac.src

3 Input Data File Description

The input data file is read by the code in free format form, and may be prepared
with any convenient text editor. In the example data files provided with the code,
comments have been added on each line, to serve as reminders of the parameter
names.

The structure of the input data file for a calculation using one of the standard
source term models is a little different to that needed for a time series source,
in that it contains a few more parameters, so this will be described first. Refer
to section 6 for an example data file. Line by line, the data parameters are as
follows (symbols refer to the symbols used in the technical report [1]):

A Minimum and maximum time for which output is required, together with the number
of output times required between times at power of ten (or "decade") intervals. For
example if the minimum output time is 10 years and the maximum is 10 000 then
there are three decade intervals, 10-100, 100-1000 and 1000-10 000. If 20 points
per decade are required, then 20 output times at logarithmically spaced intervals are
calculated for each decade interval.

A Number of nuclides in the chain (1 -6) and the number of block geometry types included
in the problem (1-5). Blocks which have the same shape but different sizes must be
accounted for separately.
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A Source term type. This is indicated using a numbering system, with the following

associations:

A 1 - Simple leaching source term model

A 2 - Band release source term model

A 3 - Simple leaching without daughter ingrowth

A 4 - Delta function source term

A 5 - Time series output from a separate source term model, or a constant time series.

The latter requires just two points, the value at time zero and (the same) value at

some later time.

A Nuclide names. Each name must be enclosed in quotes, e.g. 'Np-237', and separated

from each other by at least one space.

A Nuclide half lives, in years.

A Nuclide inventories in the source at emplacement time, in moles (Mn(O)).

A Containment period (years), during which no nuclides are released but radionuclide

decay and ingrowth occurs. This may be set to zero if nuclides are to be released

directly after emplacement (Tc).

A Leach fractions (one per nuclide, in units of per year) if either of the simple leaching

models are chosen, or the release period (years) if the band release model is selected

A Longitudinal dispersion coefficient in the fissures (m2/y) (£>)

A Retardation by sorption on the walls of the fissures (one value per nuclide, dimen-

sionless). If matrix diffusion is included in the problem then the surface retardation

is unity for all nuclides [

A Velocity at which water flows in the fissures (m/y) (u).

A Distance from the input boundary where the flux or concentration is to be calculated

For each of the rock block types included in the problem, the following param-
eters are required and should be entered for each block type in turn. e.g. if
two block geometries are required, then two sets of the following parameters
are entered consecutively:

A Block name, in quotes. This can be either 'slab', for an infinite, plane parallel fissure

between slabs of rock; 'sphere', for spherical rock blocks; or 'h-cylinder', for an infinite

hollow cylinder.
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A Depending on the block geometry selected, the dimensions of the block (in m) are

entered next: slab thickness, sphere radius or inner and outer radii of the hollow

cylinder [d or R or Rx, R2).

A Penetration depth into the matrix (m). This will be equal to or less than half the slab

thickness, sphere radius or the thickness of the cylinder, depending on whether the

entire matrix block is available for diffusion.

A Diffusion coefficient in the pore water of the rock matrix (m2/y) (Dm).

A Rock matrix porosity [9m)

A Retardation in the rock matrix (one value for each nuclide) [R%).

A Proportion of the total matrix volume occupied by the current block geometry type

(PA

A Ratio of block surface area available for sorption or matrix diffusion to total fissured

rock volume. The total volume should represent the actual physical volume, rather

than the fissure volume plus the matrix volume available for diffusion (m-1) {Ai).

The remaining parameters are as follows:

A Bulk porosity of the fissured rock (9)

A Inlet boundary constants. For a general flux input boundary condition,
these constants should be set equal to the fissure water velocity and lon-
gitudinal dispersion coefficient, or for a concentration inlet boundary
condition, these parameters should be set to 1.0 and 0.0 respectively
(ci,c2).

A Downstream boundary constants. Again these may be set to the fissure
water velocity and longitudinal dispersion coefficient for a general flux
boundary condition, to 1.0 and 0.0 for a zero concentration condition, or
to 0.0 and 1.0 respectively, for a zero flux condition {d\, cfo)-

A Distance to the outlet boundary (m) (L where L > I). For an infinite
boundary distance, this parameter should be set to -1 .

A Constants to determine whether flux or concentration is calculated at
the outlet point. For flux, the constants are again set to the fissure water
velocity and longitudinal dispersion coefficient, or for concentration, they
are set to 1.0 and 0.0 respectively (ei, ei).

A The final data parameter is optional. The default output flux units are
moles/y and the default concentration units are moles/m3, but these may
be changed by the use of "conversion" factors, one per nuclide. E.g. if
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the output is required in Bq/y, then the conversion factors would be the
number of Bq/mole, one for each nuclide.

For a delta function or time series input (source type 4 or 5), the data parame-
ters defining the nuclide inventories, the containment period and the leaching
fractions or band release period are omitted.

3.1 Time Series Data Format

An example of a time series file is tac.src, which is located in the directory
crystal/data. The code assumes that the first line of the time series data file
is reserved for a header, so this line is skipped. The file is then read line by
line, with the first data item on each line taken to be the time (in years), and
successive data items taken to be the flux (in Bq/y) for each nuclide in the chain,
starting with the parent nuclide. The code stops reading from the file when
the end of file marker is detected.

4 Output File Formats

The general output file contains an echo of the input data file, together with
some diagnostic output relating to the Laplace transform inversion algorithm.
Warnings are generally given only when the result is close to zero or if the
problem is particularly difficult (for example, if travel through the geosphere
is particularly fast). If this is not the case and many unexpected warnings are
given, then the most probable cause is a data input error.

The results file contains a header for each column of results, consisting of a
"time" title and the nuclide names. Results (of flux or concentration) are listed
across the page for each nuclide at each of the calculated output times. In this
form the file can be easily read by any standard graphics software package for
display as time series.

5 Examples

In this section we describe the verification examples reported in the CRYSTAL
technical manual [1] and also some other examples for problems with multiple
matrix types. Example data input files are grouped together in the next section.



5.1 INTRACOIN Level 3, Central Case

Figure 5.1:
INTRACOIN Level 3.

Central Case.

The central case is that of advection and dispersion of a single nuclide (Np-237)
from a waste canister to a nearby fracture zone, through a fractured medium.
The block geometry is that of the parallel slab, and retardation takes the form
of surface sorption on the fissure walls. The inlet boundary condition is the
flux from a decaying band release source term and the exit boundary condition
is that of zero concentration. The exit boundary position is set equal to the
path length at which the output flux is calculated. The results are displayed
in the figure 5.1, together with the convolution results obtained by running
the problem using the taccon.dat data file with the tacsrc file, containing the
band release source time series data.
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5.2 INTRACOIN Level ̂ Variation 8

This example includes matrix diffusion, so the surface retardation is set to 1.0.
The results are displayed in the figure 5.2, together with the convolution results
obtained by running the problem using the ta8con.dat data file with the tac.src
file.

Figure 5.2:
INTRACOIN Level 3.

Variation 8 4«10
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5.3 INTRACOIN Level 1, Cases 1 and 5

Figure 5.3:
INTRACOIN Level 1.

Casei

These two cases essentially test the same geosphere features as the level 3
cases, but for a 3-member nuclide chain. The flux at the inlet boundary is
supplied from a decaying band release source term. The outlet boundary is
positioned at infinity, where the concentration is set to zero. The calculated
output is the concentration in the outflow at a travel distance of 500m. Case
1 includes advection, dispersion and sorption in the fracture with no sideways
matrix diffusion. Case 5 includes matrix diffusion, but omits surface sorption
on the fracture walls. The results are displayed in the figures 5.3 and 5.4,
together with the convolution results obtained by running the problems using
the tclcon.dat and tdlcon.dat data files with the tcl.src file, containing the
band release source time series data.
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Figure 5.4:
INTRACOIN Level 1.

Case 5
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5.4 Examples with Mixed Matrix Blocks: Conglomerate Spheres and
Mudstone Slabs

These examples illustrate the use of mixed matrix types. In the first (base case)
example, a band release source term with a release period of 30 million years is
used, with an initial inventory of 126.6 moles. In the second, alternative case,
the release period is reduced to 100 years and the initial inventory increased to
1.266 x 105 moles. In each case the fissured medium is composed of parallel
slabs, with the properties of mudstone, and spheres, with the properties of
conglomerate. The mudstone slabs are assumed to be lm thick (twice the
penetration distance) and all of this volume is available for matrix diffusion.
The bulk porosity of the mixture is assigned a value of 10~4, the fissure width
divided by the slab width. The Peclet number for advective flow in the fissures
was assumed to have a value of 2. A set of 4 problems were run for each of
the cases, which varied the path length (lm, 10m, 100m and 1000m) at which
the output flux was calculated. In order to maintain a Peclet number of 2 for
the longer path length cases, it was also necessary to adjust the longitudinal
dispersion coefficient in the fissures.

The results for the base case and alternative case calculations are displayed in
the figures on the following page. At path lengths of lm and 10m in both cases,
the curves have "shoulders", rather than single peaks. This results from the
matrix diffusion. The early rise in flux is associated with the advective flux.
As sorption sites within the matrix blocks get filled up and approach dynamic
equilibrium, fewer contaminants are removed from the advective flux, but the
increase is offset by radioactive decay.
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Figure 5.5:
Conglomerate Base

Case

Figure 5.6:
Conglomerate

Alternative Case
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5.5 Examples with Mixed Matrix Blocks: Sandstone Spheres and
Mudstone Slabs

These examples are similar to the previous set, but with the conglomerate
spheres replaced by smaller sandstone spheres, with slightly different proper-
ties. The mudstone slabs are again assumed to be lm thick, but now have a
much smaller penetration depth of 0.01m. The bulkporosity of the mixture was
assigned a value of 2.0 x 10~5, the fissure width divided by the slab thickness
(neglecting the much smaller volume occupied by the spheres).

The results for the base case and alternative case calculations are displayed in
the figures below and overleaf. The scope for matrix diffusion and sorption is
much reduced in these cases, so there are no "shoulders" on any of the curves.

Figure 5.7:
Sand Base Case
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Figure 5.8:
Sand Alternative
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6 Input Data Files

6.1 INTRACOIN Level 3, Central Case

T h e input data file tac.dat is listed below:

Ie5, 1.4e6, 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade

1.1 no.nuclides.no.block types

2 source type (2=band release)

'Np-237' nuclide name

2.14e6 half life (y)

8.92 initial inventory (mols)

0.0 initial containment time (y)

Ie5 band release period (y)

40.0 longitudinal dispersion

1.62e4 surface retardation

2.0 fissure water velocity

100 path length for flux calculation

'slab' block type

1.0 block thickness

1.0 block penetration depth

0.0 matrix diffusivity

1.0 matrix porosity

1.0 matrix retardation

1.0 proportion of total matrix volume

1.2 block surface area to total rock volume

le-4 bulk rock porosity

2.0, 40.0 flux inlet boundary constants

1.0 0.0 outlet boundary constants—zero concentration

100. outlet boundary position

2.0, 40.0 output measurement constants—flux o/p

0.167 units conversion factor to Ci
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The data file for the convolution case taccon.data is listed below. It differs
from the previous file in that the initial inventory, containment time and band
release period are omitted and source type 5 (time series) is specified instead of
the inbuilt band release source term.

Ie5 , 1.4e6 , 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade
1.1 no.nuclides.no.block types
5 source type (5=time series)
'Np-237' nuclide name
2.14e6 half life (y)
40.0 longitudinal dispersion
1.62e4 surface retardation
2.0 fissure water velocity
100. path length for flux calculation
'slab' block type
1.0 block thickness
1.0 block penetration depth
0.0 matrix diffusivity
1.0 matrix porosity
1.0 matrix retardation
1.0 proportion of total matrix volume
1.2 block surface area to total rock volume
le-4 bulk rock porosity
2.0, 40.0 flux inlet boundary constants
1.0 0.0 outlet boundary constants—zero concentration
100. outlet boundary position

2.0, 40.0 output measurement constants—flux o/p
0.167 units conversion factor to Ci
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6.2 INTRACOIN Level 3, Variation 8

T h e input data file ta8.dat is listed below:

Ie6, 3e7, 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade

1.1 no.nuclides.no.block types

2 source type (2=band release)

'Np-237' nuclide name

2.14e6 half life (y)

8.92 initial inventory (mols)

0.0 initial containment time (y)

Ie5 band release period (y)

40.0 longitudinal dispersion

1.0 surface retardation

2.0 fissure water velocity

100. path length for flux calculation

'slab' block type

5.0 block thickness

5.0 block penetration depth

3.15e-4 matrix diffusivity

0.005 matrix porosity

2.7e6 matrix retardation

1.0 proportion of total matrix volume

1.2 block surface area to total rock volume

le-4 bulk rock porosity

2.0, 40.0 flux inlet boundary constants

1.0, 0.0 outlet boundary constants—zero cone o/p be

100. outlet boundary position

2.0, 40.0 outputmeasurement constants—flux o/p

0.168 units conversion factor to Ci
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6.3 INTRACOIN Level 1. Case 1

T h e input data file tcl.dat for case 1 is listed below:

Ie4, Ie6, 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade

3,1 no.nuclides.no.block types

2 source type (2=band release)

'Am-241\'Np-237\'U233' nuclide name

8.5e3, 2.14e6, 1.592e5 half life

1.661e-2, 5.975, 1.778e-3 initial inventory(mols)

0.0 initial containment time

Ie5 band release period (y)

50.0 longitudinal dispersion

60, 200, 60 surface retardation

1.0 fissure water velocity

500. path length for concentration calculation

'slab' block type

5.0 block thickness

5.0 block penetration depth

0.0 matrix diffusivity

1.0 matrix porosity

1.0, 1.0, 1.0 matrix retardation

1.0 proportion of total matrix volume

1.0 block surface area to total rock volume

le-4 bulk rock porosity

1.0 , 0.0 concentration inlet boundary constants

0.0 , 1.0 outlet boundary constants—zero flux

-1 outlet boundary position (at infinity)

1.0 , 0.0 output measurement constants—cone o/p

42.143, 0.168,2.25 units conversion factor to Ci
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6.4 INTRACOIN Level 1, Case 5

T h e input data tdl.dat for case 5 is listed below:

Ie4, Ie6, 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade

3,1 no.nuclides.no.block types

2 source type (2=band release)

'Am-241', 'Np-237', 'U233' nuclide name

8.5e3, 2.14e6, 1.592e5 half life

1.661e-2,5.975, 1.778e-3 initial inventory(mols)

0.0 containment time

Ie5 band release period (y)

2.5e4 longitudinal dispersion

1.0,1.0,1.0 surface retardation

500. fissure water velocity

500. path length for concentration calculation

'slab' block type

5.0 block thickness

5.0 block penetration depth

3.16e-5 rock matrix diffusivity

1.0 matrix porosity

5.7e2, 80., 30. matrix retardation

1.0 proportion of total matrix volume

1.0 block surface area to rock mass volume

5e-5 bulk rock porosity

1.0 , 0.0 concentration inlet boundary constants

1.0 , 0.0 outlet boundaryconstants zero cone o/p be

-1 outlet boundary position (atinfinity)

1.0 , 0.0 output measurementconstants—concentration o/p

42.143,0.168,2.25 units conversion factor to Ci
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6.5 Conglomerate Base Case

The input data file npbcl.dat for the base case with a path length of l m is listed
below:

lei, Ie8, 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade

1, 2 no.nuclides.no.blocktypes

2 source type (2=band release)

'Np-237' nuclidename

2.14e6 half-life (y)

1.266e2 initial inventory (mol)

0.0 initial containment

3e7 band release period

15.750 longitudinal dispersion (assumes Pe =2)

1.0 surface retardation

31.5 fissure water velocity

1.0 path length for flux calculation

'slab' block type

1.0 block thickness

1.0 block penetration depth

3.15e-3 matrix diffusivity

0.3 matrix porosity

4.6667e3 matrix retardation

0.95 proportion of total matrix volume

1.82 block surface area to rock volume ratio

'sphere' block type

0.05 sphere radius

0.05 penetration depth

3.15e-3 matrix diffusivity

le-2 matrix porosity

1.9601e4 matrix retardation

0.05 proportion of total matrix volume

2.85 block sa to rock volume ratio

1.0E-4 bulk porosity

31.5, 15.750 flux inlet boundary constants

1.0 0.0 outlet boundary constants—zero concentration

-1.0 far boundary position (at infinity)

31.5, 15.750 output measurement constants

1.0 units conversion factor (optional)
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6.6 Sand Base Case

The base case data file sandbcl.d is listed below, again for a path length of lm.

Ie5, Ie7, 20 minimum,max output times, no of times per decade
1, 2 no.nuclides.no.block types
2 source type (2«band release)
'Np-237' nuclidename
2.14e6 half-life(y)
1.266e2 init ial inventory (mol)
0.0 init ial containment
3e7 band release period
0.315 longitudinal dispersion (assumes a Pe=2)
1.0 surface retardation
0.63 fissure water velocity
1.0 path length for flux calculation
'slab' block type
1.0 block thickness

0.01 block penetration depth

3.15e-3 matrixdiffusivity

0.3 matrix porosity

4.6667e3 matrix retardation

0.95 proportion of total matrix volume

2 block surface area to total volume ratio

'sphere' block type

0.001 sphere radius

0.001 penetration depth

3.15e-2 matrix diffusivity

le-3 matrix porosity

1.961e3 matrix retardation

0.05 proportion of total matrix volume

3.142 block surface area to total volume

2.0E-5 bulk porosity

0.63, 0.315 inlet flux boundary constants

1.0,0.0 outlet boundary constants—zero concentration

-1 far boundary position ( at infinity)

0.63, 0.315 output flux measurement constants

1.0 units conversion factor (optional)
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